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Crossing the Line
Navigating the edges of boundaries
Loosing the Chains of Stereotype
By Erin Diericx, Pg. 5
Who, me? A New Look at Addiction
By Robert Albers and Mark Nygard, Pgs. 6- 7
Seeking a Voice for Tomorrow — Today
By Natalie Gessert, Pg. 10
Plus: Tales from an open crypt, delectable dishes amid deranged decor and... you want me to love who?
First Things First
From the Mann HimselfLetter from
Boundaries:
the Editor
B
By Natalie Gessert
Blessing and curse
Concord managing editor By John Mann pastoral dynamics are ongoing with
After an exhausting morning of CPE Seminary pastor previous pastors. To my amazement,
introductions, Joyce planted herself in front of the pattern of interference in
me with open arms and announced, "Oh come One of
fe pastoral relationships is likely to
here and let me hug you! I'm such a Mom!" I the primary happen even when people who are
flinched. It's not that I don't like hugs; it's that boundary leaving the parish were victims
I don't like hugs inflicted on me. I was game for issues that has of the boundary infractions from
some parental wisdom, but when Joyce edged occupied my their predecessors. Unfortunately,
in for the kill, my only defense was to draw a ministry over it seems we usually learn what we
line in the sand.  nearly 35 years experience evenwhenour principles
This issue is about boundaries. Like those has been in the arena of pastoral would suggest otherwise.
black lines delineating the political domains boundaries.  That is the ethical All this said,  I believe these
on a map, boundaries cause us to question what responsibility of a congregational boundary issues are important! Still
we are trying to keep out or what we are trying pastor who is leaving a parish our current pattern of encouraging
to hold in. In my estimation, most boundary to truly relinquish the kind of complete cut off between pastors
issues involve keeping someone or something relationships to which the pastoral and their previous congregations
out. For example, some articles explore staving office in that place has entitled her may do more harm than we realize.
off addictions,  controlling loose tongues or him. It is an area more difficult Understand that I am not speaking
and the defense of Stub Hall for long-term to manage than you might think.   here of pastoral involvement or
students. On the other hand, boundaries may I have witnessed more pastoral relationship.  Yet friendly contact
be understood as a wall to tear down or ascend,     conflict among rostered persons and continuing communication
assuming freedom is on the other side. See Erin over these boundaries than any of a personal nature over time
Diericx's frank discussion about breaking free other single factor. Pastors leaving and distance are better for the
in a world often bound to her.  one parish for another and, even congregation and new pastor than a
But the articles that most struck me in this more,    pastors retiring from complete cutoff.Let me explain why.
Easter season were from those students willing congregational calls seem to find it
Cutoff of any relationship
to share a profound death in their lives as they very difficult to refuse invitations enlarges its importance and
were moved to a place of unforeseen new life.     to lead funerals,  weddings and magnifies the lost dynamics. A more
Many of these people were dragged through baptisms or to relinquish hospital natural distancing over time does
uncertainty and death, wondering what would visitation or pastoral home visits not have the same inflammatory
await them on the other side.  from a previous flock. I suspect effect on the memory of the waning
Many students at Luther will attest to the that part of the difficulty results relationships.   Moreover,   where
feeling of being pursued by a force greater than from the fact that most clergy have parishioners assume that clergy
themselves: God crossing the line." God finally a great need to sustain the kind do not continue to care for them in
got me where He wanted me" is a common of relationships they form in the any personal way after leaving the
phrase in regard to their sense of " call." Call?     parish. The sad truth is that most parish, this perception can actually
More like `Ambush." We would rather build a clergy find little time to form and discourage bonding with the new
wall to keep God out than climb over the same nurture sustaining relationships pastor who might be seen as likely to
wall with curiosity or,worse, let Him in. But as beyond the congregations they abandon them also. My conclusion:
these resurrection stories indicate, in the face serve. Thus the temptation is to no toleration of continued pastoral
of an empty tomb, Christ appears. He brings cling to those relationships pastors function or care, yet encouragement
new life even when things seem uncertain and have technically resigned from. of personal care and appropriate
frightening.Thank God that the boundary from The problem with this pattern contact would make both sides of
death to life has been shattered. Happy Easter.      is that bonding with the new the relationship feel more natural
incoming pastor is made much and would find its place in hopeful
more difficult while continuing history more easily.
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Letters to the Editor
A Lesson Worth Learning,  Even at This Late Date
In a few weeks, many students at Luther Seminary will      > " It is demeaning to have one' s gender or orientation
leave these hallowed halls to enter a new relationship with mocked in lectures, jokes or table conversations."
the institution called Church. First calls await senior M.Div.       >" It is worse on campus after an anti-racism workshop."
students, internships are lined up for M.Diu middlers and If we were teaching by word and example that everyone with
M.A. and M.S. M. seniors are going to enter ministry.Whether whom we work is a beloved child of God, we wouldn't hear of
on the ordained track or not, these students will enter into a such difficult and disturbing things.
relationship with a congregation as trained theological and That woman who makes snide comments about the sermon?
professional ministers.   She is a beloved child of God. That member who refuses to
I believe the seminary does a pretty good job at this. Besides accept your Call because of your gender?He is a beloved child
the obvious Bible, history, theology, leadership and pastoral of God. That young person who is holding on tight to a literal
care skills, students are also taught how to meet deadlines,   viewpoint of the Bible, insisting that the world was created
navigate difficult institutional systems, mediate and advocate in 6 days and the flood was historical?That young person is a
in a group, petition for one's own needs and live on very beloved child of God. That person who doesn't align with you
little while piling on enormous debts. These are skills that on social agendas? He or she is a beloved child of God. Can
professional ministers will absolutely need in whatever setting you act as if you believe that every single person sitting in the
the Call takes them.      pews or on a chair in your office or registered for your class is
However, there is another skill which we may not have done a beloved child of God?Not without God' s help.But this should
so well at teaching. This skill is profoundly necessary in order be your first prayer of the morning and your final prayer at
to survive, thrive and be effective as a professional minister.   night," God help me to love as you have loved me."
It is something so obvious that one would think it not worth This is hard work. In a world of hate message boards and
mentioning,yet, it is obvious that we all need to be reminded raised middle fingers, it is difficult to not enter into the culture
of this central gift and grace in ministry.This necessary skill is of " dissing." Disrespecting others has become an art form in
the gift and grace of loving each one of the people with whom this media-saturated world of ours. It almost feels naive to not
we work as a child of God.       be a part of it.However,Jesus taught by example and death that
I know that we are not teaching this skill because I continue no one is to be dismissed, that all are worthy of divine love. I
to hear things which remind me how far we are from God's hope you know that as you take on the mantle of professional
kingdom here at Luther Seminary.I hear things such as:  ministry, you become that person who has the opportunity to
It is difficult for more conservative students to have pronounce a blessing or a curse on the children of God. Take
to listen to professors mock conservatives in stereotypical with you into ministry all that you have learned that is holy,
ways."       allow God to burn away that which is dross, and transcend even
It is hard to have a professor or other student call you the best of what you have experienced. Become for others the
a heretic when you are simply trying to understand and get a one who, in the name of the Creator, Redeemer and Sanctifier,
sense of theology or when you are not Lutheran."  affirms their belovedness as God' s children.
It is devastating to have to pretend to have the right
answers to all the questions, especially when you aren't even Debra Wells
sure you know the questions." Ecumenical coordinator
Who Makes War Just?
The March 14 Concord included an soldier following orders, even if issued by who serve in the military do so primarily
article by fellow student John H. G.   a duly authorized agent of a democratic to meet their economic interests. In other
Robinson, which argued that soldiers republic such as the United States, is words, they do it for themselves.
don' t "... do it for themselves after all."   not absolved from moral responsibility Finally,heroism, pride and patriotism
He further states that "... hiding behind for engaging in an unjust war, or for have nothing to do with whether a war
them, as if they were his mask — is committing unnecessary violence in the is just or not, and therefore nothing
God." Although John may be correct in context of a just war. Those serving as to do with whether a Christian should
asserting that at least some soldiers who the mask of God are obligated to refuse fight in a particular war.For example, a
participate in some wars believe that service in a war that is not just and to Christian may be unpatriotic toward his
they are engaged in a just war, he does refuse orders to engage in unnecessary or her country and yet properly engage in
not address the situation of soldiers who violence and killing within the context a just war or may be patriotic toward his
fight in wars of aggression that are not of a just war.    or her country and yet properly refuse to
just, such as the current war against and John's article also suggests that all engage in an unjust war.
occupation of Iraq.     soldiers serve out of a sense of vocational
Those who are the mask of God call for the welfare of their neighbor.   Randall Romsdahl
are not free to assign their moral Based on my conversations with some of M. Div. intern
responsibilities to military authority. A our soldiers, I believe that at least some
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Letters to the Editor
Stub Hall Closing A Word from the Fringe:
Raises Bigger Questions An All-Purpose Critique
Dear friends,
As most of the Concord' s readers are already aware, Stub I am grateful for the opportunity we have to considerHall will be closed to resident students after this summer.      together whether there would have been a better way for theAlthough the impending loss of Stub upsets me, it is not my conflict in Stub Hall to be handled. I want to extend special
main concern. There are deeper issues than the removal of thanks to our Virginia Belle and beloved friend, Natalie
resident students from Stub: the transparency( or lack thereof)      Gessert, for giving me this space. I first of all want to affirmin decision making, the question of the seminary' s priorities,      the gifts of the residents of Stub Hall in making empty
and the treatment of those who question decisions.   threats and conflict resolution via e-mail. I am truly joyfulThe first difficulty in the " Stub situation" was how the that these gifts can be part of the seminary community.decision was made. According to President Bliese, this plan On to exploring the matter at hand, while I validate the
was drawn up after 35 distance learners were surveyed about feelings of the Stub Hall residents as to their wish to stay
their needs. However, those who will be affected the most were there, perhaps they could consider the social dynamics
never consulted: those who are most invested in Stub— the
of the community as a whole. In moving to Bockman Hall,
long-term residents — should have been consulted as well.      they can move into a building with more rowdiness than a
This makes me ask: what should Luther's priorities be?      
cockfight in Tijuana. Perhaps by interacting with a differentPresident Bliese said in a strategic planning update that group of students they, can develop the social skills this
the church needs leaders with the ability to build Christian seminary wants, including being able to give an insincere
communities. However, in order to effectively equip us for greeting followed by seven indirect answers to one direct
future community-building, the seminary must make the
nurture and defense of healthy communities within the
question. For the ability to dodge questions like Don Imus at
an NAACP convention is of far greater benefit in the parish
seminary a goal. General good feelings and words about than any sort of theological study students might engage
abstract " communities" will not do. Actions should be taken in. I also wonder if it maybe wasn' t the best idea to send an
that are beneficial for specific communal groups, be it Stub,      
anonymous e-mail, then the next day, walk around campus
the other housing options, or Luther as a whole.       wearing advocacy T-shirts to identify yourselves.
I am not unaware that Luther might need to close Lastly, some have asked, " How could the administrationStub to resident students. However, after questioning the have handled this issue better?" Let me rephrase that
administration's decision, we have not been told exactly why question to ask instead, "How is the administration serving
Stub needs to be closed. One example: we were informed that the students well?"  The administration is serving the
200 distance learners need housing. Spread over a period of students well by engaging in a comprehensive, exhaustive
time, Stub can accommodate both them and resident students.      look at community life through consensus-building, all so we
However, if all are housed at once, humble Stub will be
can further engage the mission of the church by speaking
stretched at its seams. When we try to find out why it is best the gospel in the 21st century context in which we live.
for Luther to relocate resident students, we are dismissed and
our questions dodged or rephrased.
Truth should not be something to be hid from or ashamed Living out God' s Abundance,
of, especially in our Christian community at Luther Seminary.
Our administration owes the residents of Stub and the Luther Jose Cordoba
community at large an explanation of its decision and the Conflict- management consultant
process it used to reach that decision. Non- Degree Student
Nicholas Weber
M.Div. junior
What Shall I Say?
4.1
If God has come too close, how far will you go?
After a full year of lectures, learning and perhaps a healthy dose of licentiousness, you have been freed for something.
UCome August, we're not going to ask" what you did last summer;' so write in and tell us what you plan to do with this
4 I
new life. Speaking of freedom, maybe the Concord will be moved to give Stew Carlson a pie...
a–'   Articles are due Tuesday, May 1.
0 If interested in being solicited for articles in the future, please send an e- mail to concord@Iuthersem.edu.
UPayrate is$ 15 per article with up to 250 words and$ 25 per article with more than 250 words.
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Breaking Free
Life with Cerebral Palsy
The edges of locomotion
By Erin Diericx CP does not affect the mind, and people who
M.A. iunior
have CP can thinkfor themselves and understand
On a bright sunny day,three" CP sisters" head out on their everything you say. Just be patient ...
weekly Wal-Mart and Sentry run down the Whitewater, Wis.,
sidewalks in their electric chairs. The one leading them,
Eileen, has a sudden arm spasm and stops causing the other
two to crash into each other. After a moment to regroup and and how people who have spastic cerebral palsy need a bigger
to ensure Kathy still had her foot plates which had a habit of personal space. Wherever my hand and feet reach is my
snapping off, the girls head off again yelling to one another personal space and if you step in my area, you are subject to
and giggling all the way. getting hit. Athetoid cerebral palsy also makes it difficult for
Upon arriving at Wal-Mart, Eileen grabs a basket and the a person to keep good body posture while walking and sitting.
other two girls tell her what they need or want. In the case when My stepfather likens my walking style to a drunken sailor's
things were out of Eileen's reach, Kathy,being the verbal one,   stagger. How nice of him, hey?
would go scout for someone to help them, who usually ended The third type, ataxic cerebral palsy, makes up 5 to 10
up being a cute guy.Of course, Steph needs her five pounds of percent of cases. This type causes shakiness, especially when
candy.Kathy needs a gift for a friend, and Eileen needs female handling small items, and disturbs depth perception, which
products.   causes people to walk into walls. It also disturbs people' s sense
When the basket was full, the three girls head for the of balance, which is reflected in walking and requires a wider
checkout line with Eileen in front separating everything in the gait than normal or feet farther apart than normal to avoid
respective three orders and then helping each one pay and then tripping. This distorted sense of balance affects coordination
pay for her own purchases. The girls would laugh when they which causes people to be clumsy
had an older lady who would come around to hand each receipt Then, just for kicks, people can have a combination of these
to Eileen and yell in her ear as to where to sign. On the way out,   three types, which comprises the remaining 10 percent of CP
Eileen would say, "I wasn't deaf until now," to the other girls.   cases. The most common combination is spastic and athetoid
The process would repeat at Sentry. Then bumper cars would cerebral palsy, which is where I proudly fit in. You try to
continue until the girls reached their humble college dorm.'      imagine the body movement. Some days, I just sit and wait for
Are you tired from just reading about the shopping my muscles to cooperate.
adventures of these three" CP sisters"? Well, let me ensure you,       Fortunately or unfortunately,  CP does not affect the
checking out for two friends and yourself is no simple task.       mind, and people who have CP can think for themselves and
So what is Cerebral Palsy ( CP)? There are three types of understand everything you say.Just be patient and give them a
cerebral palsy: spastic, athetoid, and ataxic. Spastic cerebral moment to talk their muscles into working. Some people who
makes up 80 percent of the cases. It causes people to have jerky are non-verbal use authentic communication devices to help
and difficult movements making it hard to change positions.   them talk.
My friend has this type of cerebral palsy and I have to shift her So how do you approach someone who has CP? Just like
around which is always interesting. Spastic cerebral palsy also anyone else. They may shake hands differently, so follow their
makes it difficult to grip and drop items, and it tends to cause lead. If they need help, they will ask. Some people with CP use
tight muscle groups.      their body language to give people messages. Do not feel sorry
The second type is athetoid cerebral palsy,which makes up for people with disabilities, especially those in wheelchairs.
10 percent of the cases. It causes involuntary and uncontrolled Take the opportunity to get to know them and learn about their
movements, especially in the face, arms and trunk. These culture.
uncontrolled movements increase during stress times and People with CP or any disability tend to help each other.
disappear during sleep. I always love when people, especially What one cannot do, another one can do. Kathy can talk, Eileen
older clerks at stores, come up to me and get really close.   can get things off the shelf, and Steph can remind the other
Obviously, they do not understand the personal space idea two as to what they need. A quote from Camp Wawbeek is " I
1 The names have been changed to protect the innocent.
get by with a little help from my friends." There is not much
else to write.
Kathy sits in a dorm room with Eileen and Steph. It is a
hot summer day in Whitewater forcing the girls to entertainAsk the Magic 8- Ball.   
themselves. Steph decides it is time to sing `Alouette" usingReal theological answers from the ball that knows all
her Pathfinder, and before Kathy can object Eileen has her
Pathfinder singing `Alouette" in a perfect round with Steph.
1
If Irm OK and you' re OK,     Sadly,Steph and Eileen kept on sing Alouette" for a good hour.
are we OK?      Jill walks in to put Steph to bed and bursts into laughter as she
Signs point to yes has grown accustomed to walking in on her girls doing such
random activities.
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Addiction
It Will Never Happen to Me!'
No one is immune from addiction
By Robert Albers a curious paradox in Lutheran circles, where" justification by
Adjunct instructor of Pastoral Care grace alone" is the mantra, that our work habits betray us! The
frenetic ministerial pace prompts the question:` Are we saved
The title of this article is reflective of the disposition of by works after all?" This is not to advocate lassitude. Rather,
scores of people I have worked with for decades in the arena where is the balance in life?When is there true" Sabbath" for
of addiction. Addiction is an insidious disease process that those who work on the Sabbath?
robs the person of her/ his ability to exercise choice. This Alcohol, as America' s " drug of choice," and other mood-
phenomenon cuts across every social, racial, religious, gender,   altering substances can become the remedy for the stress that
economic and ethnic boundary,but most of us delude ourselves accrues in a fast paced society." Ineed a drink!"" Let's party!" or
into thinking," It will never happen to me!"   It's time we had some realfun!" The psalmist reminds us that
The temptation to think in this manner may be particularly God has provided " wine to gladden the human heart" ( Psalm
prevalent among those who are preparing for professional 104: 15), a gift used even in the sacramental experience of God' s
ministry roles or who are already engaged in ministry. It presence! As with other gifts of creation, the gift can become a
is imperative to state without equivocation that " the call to curse for those who have a proclivity for addiction. The adage
ministry" does not exempt anyone from becoming ensnared of" all things in moderation" is apt, but for some, abstinence is
in the web of addiction. It may be addiction to mood altering essential if one is to live!
substances such as narcotics,  stimulants,  depressants Another priceless gift of creation is that of our sexuality.
particularly alcohol), hallucinogens, inhalants, prescription This gift can likewise become an addiction, particularly when
drugs or cannabis ( pot). Equally devastating are the process the issue of power rather than passion prevails. The abuse
or behavioral addictions that plague the human race such as:   of sex in its multifaceted expression is likely more prevalent
gambling, food, work, sex( including pornography), shopping than any of us would care to imagine. The increased instances
compulsive buying), the Internet and relationships, to cite a of rape, incest, pedophilia and pornography are not about
few sex but power and the objectification of human beings who
Despite the exponential growth of addiction reaching have become an " it" rather than a " thou," to borrow Martin
epidemic proportions across the globe, you are likely still Buber' s categories. In a conversation with a group of bishops
saying to yourself as you read this, but it will never happen a few years ago, one of them said to me that 80 percent of
to me! We deceive ourselves by thinking," I am above that, my the work he does in his synod is dealing with clergy sexual
faith is firm, my life is under control, I know what I am doing!"   misconduct. It takes the form of inappropriate sexual behavior
The apostle Paul says it must succinctly, "So if you think you with parishioners, but also manifests itself increasingly in the
are standing, watch out that you do not fall." (1 Corinthians lure of pornographic material on the Internet. Statistics from
10:2, NRSV) The Big Book of Alcoholics Anonymous captures 2002 indicated that 100,000 new pornographic Web sites were
the essence of all addictions, as it describes alcohol as being,   developed in that year alone.
cunning, baffling, powerful!"( AA, 58-59).     It could never happen to me?" Perhaps the interrogative
The inevitable question arises: Why does this pervasive rather than the declarative form of the sentence is more
phenomenon receive so little attention even as addiction is appropriate. It can and does happen to people who are
one of this nation's top health problems that leaves a swath preparing for and involved in ministry! Whether it is work,
of suffering in our homes and a path of carnage on our alcohol or sex, the participation in activities that exceed the
highways? The answer is simple; it is called denial! As the old bounds of propriety are powerful and prodigious. Those most
joke says,` Denial is not a river in Egypt,' rather it is an attitude vulnerable are those who believe, " It could never happen to
that results in closing our eyes, stopping our ears and muting me!" Once the addiction sets in, it metastasizes like a rapidly
our voices to the reality around and among us. Addiction is spreading cancer. Even in this overpowering situation, the
an " unsanctioned illness" that prompts a sense of " disgrace denial prompts them to rationalize, trivialize and minimize
shame" that results in attempts to keep it hidden and secret.   the reality.Sometime when it is too late, the realization dawns
To bring it closer to home, apart from class, is the issue of   —" This did happen to me!"
addiction a topic of conversation and concern in the cafeteria,      Addiction is not only a physical, emotional and social
the dorm or housing units?      issue; it is a deeply seated spiritual problem. It appears to be
It is impossible to discern which addiction is most pervasive a commentary on a society that Michael Lerner contends is
among those preparing for or currently serving in ministry.   experiencing a" spiritual crisis" of epic proportions( The Left
There are three that immediately come to my mind that I have Hand of God. San Francisco: Harper,2006). As persons who are
seen in lay and ordained ministers: work, alcohol and sex. preparing for and engaging in ministry,we want to be a part of
Perhaps our heritage involving the" Protestant work ethic"   the solution, rather than a part of the problem. If this essay
comes into play, but the fact remains that marriages and speaks to your situation, there is both help and hope! Seek out
partnerships are repeatedly ruined by work addiction. The someone you can trust who will not judge you, share your story
alluring rationalization for work addiction for those of us in and secure the help that is available so that you might extricate
the church is," But we are workingfor God!" Our understanding yourself from the web of addiction. Above all, be cautious
of vocation would state unequivocally that all Christians are about saying," It could never happen to me!"
working for God," irrespective of their occupation. It has been
Addiction
Boundary Violation at the Local Grocery
Taking a stand for the abused
By Mark Nygard
Second-yearPhRstudent Let' s face it.  If we want to talk about boundary-
Boundary violation?   I felt my violation, porn violates sexual boundaries ' big- time.'boundaries violated that spring morning
in 2000 when I walked into the Farmers
Union Cenex station in Velva, N.D., to against Sexual Exploitation. Its survey you will hurt by doing this?' It would
make a phone call. There I was slapped of many cities in the western part of be ideal if someone had no relatives;
in the face by a rack full of pornography.   the state used a Web site to expose 30 disenfranchised human being devoid of
Unveiled,     seductive,    the glossy porn outlets,  including gas stations,   any past that would haunt them and any
magazines that my local cooperative bookstores, sports outlets and the like,   kind of present or future that they could
unexpectedly spread before me was a half of which eventually removed their destroy."
rude interruption to my day of travel to porn stock at our request. The Web site Porn also violates the boundaries of
missionary presentations in the eastern is still accessible at wwwits-not-for-sale.   those who are held captive to produce
part of the state. com.      it. Apparently Margold took only those
Angered at being so violated,  I We invited people to ask themselves,   who came to him willingly. Many more,
gathered up a dozen of the magazines   " Why would I buy my gasoline from a however,  are victims of predators,
and dumped them on the cashier's desk porn retailer?" or" Why would I buy an harvesting the youth of our nation for
in complaint. Perhaps mildly amused,   i6e cream cone for my daughter from the needs of the photographer. As the
the cashier referred me to the manager a business that markets sexual photos commission's report reads,  " Persons
in the Farmers Union store down on of daughters like mine?" Why, indeed?   who appear in pornographic materials
Main Street. Perhaps mildly amused,   It was like no one had ever asked the often may be doing so under threat of
the manager invited me to write a letter question. We fear and label our sexual force or coercion.  Law enforcement
to the board president. Perhaps mildly offenders on one hand but support officers should be sensitive to claims of
amused, the board president filed my the very convenience stores and other sexual assault, sexual imposition, rape
letter in the circular file; at least, so I businesses that help make them that or related crimes of violence against
surmise, because by summer's end I way on the other.For,as a matter of fact,   performers."
realized that he had not bothered to reply.   behind every sexual offender is a history And porn certainly violates the
I began to suspect that he was not going of porn.  boundaries of those who use it. By the
to. They didn't care. Let' s face it. If we want to talk about samecommission'sreport," Pornography
Before we were done,   we had boundary-violation,    porn violates is a medical and public health problem
appealed to the state Farmers Union sexual boundaries" big-time." It violates because it encourages patterns of social
president, the North Dakota Farmers the sexual boundaries of those who behavior which have adverse health
Union convention, area radio stations,   earn their living by making it. In 1986,   consequences. The person who follows
television stations,newspapers, the Ward porn producer William Margold was the patterns of social behavior promoted
County State' s Attorney( pornography is testifying before the Attorney General' s by pornography is a person for whom
technically illegal in North Dakota) and Commission on Pornography. He said,   love, affection, marriage, procreation,
the governor' s office. Almost against our   " Whenever I'm interviewing someone and responsibility are absolutely
will, a couple dozen of us created a state who wants to get into porn, I always irrelevant to sexual conduct. We do not
nonprofit corporation named Citizens ask them, ' Do you have anybody that need research to tell us that such persons
on the average contribute more than
other persons to rates of illegitimacy,
FIRST TIME AT SEMINARY teenage pregnancy,   abortion,   and
sexually transmitted diseases...."
o ..
Listen, I need help!  Behold! A new I've found that a very few persons can
y"    make quite a difference in the toleranceWe' re losing people hymnal!  Let us
of a community for the sex industry,andleft and right. 15 there move forward Ir I'm convinced that most congregations
anything you can do? into the future! j and clusters are gifted with those fewSimply send       %     ,      persons. A whiffle of leadership on theDon' t worry,  our checks to
know just y part of a pastor with a bit of courage
Re and an hour a month can empowerwhat to do!
those persons to do what needs doing.
For Christ's sake, I invite you to be that
05,  N pastor.
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Resurrection
All Will Be Well'       He Is Risen!
Christ crosses boundaries In the midst of death, life
By Gail Britt I realized that there By James L. Boyce
M.A. junior plus Professor of New Testament
must be something more inOn Easter Sunday 1992, I found myself
Christianity, and opened the During Holy Week of 2001,  myrsanat the doorstep of First Lutheran Church,      i p family kept vigil as my father lay
Gypsum, Colorado. It was a far cry from New Testament for the first dying of cancer.
the Jewish Sunday School our 4-year-     On Good Friday,  he drifted in
old son had attended in Vail. Yet, after time.      and out of consciousness as his
my husband and I talked with another pain medication was increased. On
interfaith couple about their plans to Saturday,his lapses were only broken
raise their daughter in Judaism; I decided Son and my Lord, and I was by groaning and jumbled semi-
that maybe we should give Christianity a devastated. I couldn't become phrases, which only later in the day
chance.    a member of the church.      I realized were constant rehearsals
It wasn't easy. I had been a Reform When this news reached Pastor of the Nunc Dimittis — " Lord, let
Jew for over forty years. Yet, our family Jeff, he drove 14 miles to meet me your servant depart in peace." They
came to this mountain church and was during my lunch break from my job. In were the only words he spoke that day.
instantly welcomed. After the service I tears, I told him I couldn't imagine how On Easter Sunday morning, about
thanked the pianist. She asked if I played this could work. He replied, `All will be nine o' clock, just as members of his
piano. When I said I did, she presented me well." He said that our backs were to the local congregation were gathering to
to the minister saying, " Pastor Jeff, our congregation when saying the Apostles celebrate the resurrection, he stopped
prayers are answered, we have our next Creed and I did not have to say it breathing. A few minutes later, the
pianist!" Apparently, she was moving aloud.  entire care center staff gathered
away soon. I was stunned. No rabbi would around his bed for a brief service of
While I was shocked by have done that. Pastor Jeff met me prayer and thanksgiving.  We read
her proclamation, there was much more than halfway that day.     once again from Psalm. 121, a favorite
no pressure by the pastor to I remembered that he had prayed during his illness. " I will lift up my
be the new pianist. We started
w '
ay'' 
for someone to come and fill the eyes to the hills. From whence does my
attending services each Sunday pianist position. He had faith that God help come? My help comes from the
and our family became even more would provide, and yet a faith that was Lord, who made heaven and earth."
attached to the people of the church.   somehow deeper too. I realized that there Later that first week of Easter,
Soon after,I began to play piano there.      must be something more in Christianity,     " in sure and certain hope of the
A couple of months later, Pastor Jeff and opened the New Testament for the resurrection," we laid him to rest.
called us to a New Members meeting. We first time. In the ensuing years, my son We live each day in the midst of the
would be saying the Apostles' Creed in and I were baptized and Confirmed resurrection hope, but some days we
front of the congregation. I realized then at First Lutheran Church, my home hear and grasp that promise more
that I couldn't say that Jesus was God's congregation.     firmly and clearly.He is Risen Indeed!
Praise the Lord—  A New Life Sustained
By Brett Onan What amazed me the most
r_
M.Div. middler was the relentless life that the
nurses bring to the babe. Mackenzie
ax
Praise the Lord. Praise the Lord, all is still in the hospital and will be for a
you people. The God of all creation, the couple.weeks yet, but the attention she
Al God who makes weal and woe, has done receives is remarkable. When a bell goes
it again. Life is again new in the world.    off for some minor incident, the nurse
A month ago, I saw the birth of my is there to adjust the life-giving air that
first daughter, Mackenzie Grace Onan.   she needs. The nurse feeds her milk to
What a way for God to bring new life sustain her.The nurse also( thankfully)
y into the world! She was born premature removes the remains of that milk as
i at 32 weeks, which is about eight weeks well.
early.Born at 2 pounds, 12 ounces, she is All this to continue the new life that
doing well, but has the typical preemie God had begun in the womb of her
Mackenzie Onan grasps her father's finger.      problems.       mother.Thanks be to God!
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l
Resurrection: irom Le to New Lif f ef
In the face of uncertainty, relationships bring transformation and healing
By Robert Speirs plenty of time during this period to pray
M.Div. graduate and reconsider my relationship with
God. I remember staring at the Cross
This past fall I became seriously ill that hangs on the wall next to my bed,
with a severely damaged liver brought and I would pray those words of Jesus at
on by an adverse reaction to an antibiotic Gethsemane," Father, if possible remove
I had taken. The following months I was this cup of suffering from me, but not my
hospitalized on four occasions, the last will but your will be done." Amen.
hospital stay on the Liver transplant It became apparent to me as I reflected
unit of the Mayo Clinic. Needless to say
9" "`'   
on my situation that God was with me
my physical condition and emotional even before I asked for God's presence.
outlook were grim.  God was present to me in relationships,
Five months of staring out. of my to Christ and His Cross and to each other.
apartment window at the squirrels in A loving and dedicated wife, my mom,
the bare trees made me realize in a very the late night visits from my prayer
profound way the fine line that we can A team, the many meals that were brought
experience between life and death, and it to my family from friends and neighbors
scared me.    from this seminary community and the
I believe my fear was derived mostly Speirs with( from left) M.Th. student Margaret churches, the expressions of love and
from my earlier experience of my father Obaga and Ph. D. students Elieshi Mungure support from the broad community of
dying when I was a young man and the and Faith Lugazia,  who have regularly faith and medical community is how
effects it had on my family.I did not want tended to Speirs with food and prayer. I experienced God.  These wonderful
my children to grow up without their relationships have given my family
father.     Where is God in all of this?" I would and me a real sense of transformation
Loneliness, despair and uncertainty pray. God was certainly not responsible and healing and what it means to be
became my daily companions during for my illness, I was sure. But what is resurrected and brought to new life.
these months. The visiting nurse called it God up to, and will I experience God's Thanks be to God.
situational depression. I called it misery.   presence and healing, I wondered. I had
Dying and Rising in Back from the f
Midwestern Suburbia Depths,  'One
By Renee Hesseltine too! As the year progressed, it was Day at a Time'
M.Div. senior evident that St. Mary Magdalene By Michael Mannisto
was exactly where I needed to be. M.Div. middler
Death: It happens.     Just being there made me consider
For me, internship started out to what extent I was willing to I was 17 when I first got" rip-roaring" drunk.
rocky. I didn't want to be there. I follow Christ; would I go to Midwest I thought I had found what I was always looking
wasn't supposed to be there. I was suburbia?      for.
supposed to be in Spokane, Wash., at But God continued to reveal After 12 years of binge drinking, I finally
the site where I had been assigned.   other areas of my life that needed had enough consequences, and a foretaste of
Even better, I was supposed to be in to die so I could serve him and his the hell to come: I realized my first love had
Charlotte, N.C., at the site that I had people more fully. God took my sin turned on me. I surrendered to the fact that my
tried to set up on my own.       and gave me life.       way of living was not working and that I was
But along the way I found out late It is my hope and prayer that powerless over alcohol. I needed the help of a
in the summer that I would be in we each, and especially the interns power greater than myself.
Savage, Minn.," a situation of sixes"   being sent out, recognize the power I was blessed ( and still am) to experience
Midwest, Suburban: both of my of God's ongoing God' s grace through the fellowship of other
sixes" in the order of preference).   work of death and recovering alcoholics ( by way of a 12-step
I certainly had to die to self before resurrection in our program). When I think of recovery, I think of
I stepped through the doors of St.   own lives and the dying and rising again with Christ, " one day
Mary Magdalene Lutheran Church.   lives of the people at a time," and that by his grace, I have been
But resurrection?  It happens,   we serve. completely clean and sober for 111/2 years.
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Campus Issues
Lessons Learned?
Struggle over Stub Hall raises present-day concerns amid future focus
By Natalie Gessert The deeper issue here is,  ` Who
Concord managing editor makes decisions about student life
administration or faculty?"'  said
On the night of March 18, several M.Div. junior Scott Thalacker. This sort
residents of Stub Hall sent to the of question is a theme among many
entire Luther Seminary community an students who wonder about the power
emotional e-mail address announcing center of Luther Seminary and how the
the impending displacement of long- school seeks to both lift up and protect
term residents of the dormitory. The members of the learning community
letter called for the boycott of March 22 Students remain disillusioned at the
classes as a show of solidarity response offered by the administration,
Despite sorrow at the prospect of presently to housing questions. At the
losing their housing,  the Stub Hall initial Stub informational meeting,
residents were at root aggravated`-a`t the M.Div. junior Nicholas Weber asked of
lack of consultation with students about Stub Hall the planning process, " Why weren' t we
matters that affect them hugely." They involved at all?" Lull replied, "I want to
aimed to overturn the administrative The administration, in conjunction change the question:` How could current
decision regarding Stub by rallying the with the Student Council and other residents of Stub be best included ( in
community and forcing administration groups, has created a number of forums future planning)?"'
to heed student concerns where they fbr student consultation. These include In a subsequent meeting, President
perceived a prior lack of interest.    the monthly Dean's Circle, led by Lull,   Richard Bliese took Weber' s and other
Although the authors of the e-mail in which students can speak with questions upon himself,offering up some
have informally apologized for their administrative leaders such as Academic of the factors considered in decision-
heated, hasty pitch, their initiative tore Dean David Lose and Vice President of making and providing a candid" I don' t
open a new debate about the directional Administration and Finance Don Lewis.   know" to many of the concerns raised.
priorities of the seminary community. During this academic year, students It would seem that students and
The Stub crisis brought deep concerns have also been included in a number administration often miss one another
into sharp definition as some students of strategic-planning forums,   the in conversation.  The administration
alleged they would not be heard unless most recent having been the Seminary appears reasonably concerned with
they reacted with loud voice.  Dean Values Planning workshop held April directing the seminary into the future,
Patricia Lull and others responded with 11.  After these mass information-   whereas students have a natural interest
alarm that students did not first offer up gathering phases,  President Richard in the present circumstance.  While
questions and concerns with the Student Bliese announced in the April 2007 E-   considering Luther Seminary's hopeful
Servicesoffice.ArguingthatStubstudents lert newsletter that this information will future, students in this case wrenched a
were going to be alerted to the" rumored now enter into assessment, which passes piece of the conversation back to today.
changes" later in March, Lull and Bill the baton of information-gathering to Based on the events of the past month,
Silva-Breen, director of Financial Aid action-planning. Seminary officials seek Luther Seminary has seen that there are
and Housing, led an emergency meeting,   to develop a strategic plan that engages stakes not only in planning its future
speeding up the information exchange.   the mission of the church in the 21st but also in the present life together.
The administration, as Lull reported century context. Appropriately,Lull declared that the title
in an e-mail message to the seminary Whereas the strategic forums exist of the Stub Hall incident is " Lessons
community,made the decision regarding explicitly for informational exchange Learned." To which a fitting reply might
Stub Hall in an effort to" serve the needs and planning, and the community has be Ashraf' s:" Really?"
of low-residency students,"  including received regular,  enthusiastic e-mail The Stub decision remains in place
distributive learners,  commuters and messages regarding feedback, students for now. Current residents of the Stub
D.Min. students. continue to express concern that they community will either be scattered
After a heated, hour-long question-   are too often heard but not heeded. Who among alternative on-campus housing
and-answer session, Stub resident and is watching out for the most vulnerable or choose to move off-campus.  Stub
student Nabeel Ashraf summed up the members of the Luther Seminary Hall will subsequently be reserved for
underlying concern of many Luther community,the students?     commuters, distance learners and other
Seminary students:   " We were not M.Div. senior Matt Knopf shed light short-term guests.
consulted in the past — the decision on this problem by bringing his critique In the midst of strategic planning, the
stays. Our feedback will be valued in to worship. He remarked that after a lesson learned comes through a sharp
the future  —  really?"  The . students number of concerns had been voiced to cry from the student body to keep in
continued to feel slighted and unheard faculty and administration, his turn at mind present needs. After all, it is the
while a number of other segments of the the pulpit in chapel on April 2 seemed present members who will be part of the
Luther community also simmered with the only forum possible to jolt a response very future that Luther Seminary seeks
frustration.      after many failed attempts.   to forge.
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The Modern Trend
Original Easter
The Christian delusion?
By U. Ya rison Sound again that mighty strain, Hallelujah!       extremities of this religion's tenets. Consider
M.S. M. senior Death' s cold grip has been destroyed, the tremendous difference, for instance, the
Christtriumphs and lives again,   breaking of its moralizing yoke on issues of
In this article I assume the role of an alterProving stones and seals are vain;  sexuality and marriage in the `60s and `70s
ego to argue the case against the resurrection Now let his praise by all be voiced, Hallelujah!      afforded the northern hemisphere, in light
of Jesus and questioning its meaning, the of overpopulation, poverty and disease in
credibility of its witnesses and source material Beat the drums and strum the strings, hallelujah!     backward places still under such yokes.
and holding it up against the " intimidating"    Satan's evil plans have failed,       Yet again, we must look to science to
counter witness of science, while appealing to lesus' death salvation brings,    questionthe veracity of the authority claimed
modernity" to make the argumentpersuasive.   From the depth of hell it springs;   by this religion said to be derived from its
The reason for such an argument is evident in As Lord of life let Him be hailed, hallelujah!       sacred writings. Take, for instance, the issue
the article.       of creation and the story it purports in the
Yet again,  Christians celebrate their Sound that chord of wind and pipes, hallelujahl light of scientific findings related to earlier
1
Easter, with the vast majority of them, the Law succumbs to grace at last!    humans that lived outside the historical
simple folk, holding to a firm belief that yes,  Christ unites earth's sundry tribes,  purview of the supposed sacred book. How
their messiah arose from the dead after being Breaks the standard which divides;  do you reconciled the age of the dinosaurs,
crucified three days earlier.Yet the ones that His works announce with trumpet blasts, hallelujah!    millions of years ago, and the claims of this
really know,no matter being in the minority,     book about creation, or that there was a ship
recognize that this is simply a fallacy; for if Blow the flute and ring the bells, hallelujah!       big enough to contain all species of animals,
there was a resurrection at all, it must have Sin and grave are stripped of pow' r,  two by two, or further, that there was a
been a spiritual one as stated by Paul in his Through the Son God' s love prevails,  worldwide flood? How do you harmonize the
teaching about the different forms of the Now in pardoned hearts it dwells;  ice-age with the history in this book?
body, spiritual and physical.' These scholars Lefssing itevery passing hour, hallelujah!   Wemust boldly say what weknowtobetrue:
are convinced by their academic methods that this religion belongs to the intolerant,
that any belief in physical resurrection UYarison primitive world whose yoke we must break
is delusional and that arguments on the in the 21st century, where individuals must
premise of the witness of Jesus' followers and Paul miss the search for their own truth, especially by listening to their own
fact that these simple, ancient folk were self-deluded.2 hearts. Notions of sin and depravity are inconsonant with
In the normal scientificworld, such beliefs should be laughed modernity,for what humanity needs is a chance to display the
off at best. The notion of resurrection is a concept unworthy inherent goodness of the soul.
of modern civilization. It is a primitive creation invented to Again, there is no proof for the resurrection despite their
further exert the grip of a moral, intolerant God. For if it is argument that a body was not found in the grave, that virtually
true that Jesus rose from the dead, then the attendant witness all the followers of Jesus were martyred for their belief that he
that he is God must be true.And if that is true, then it is equally resurrected, that the witness of the writings that report this
true that there is a spiritual world to which humans return resurrection are trustworthy since they were written within
when they die. Consequently, it must be true that there could the period that the story could have been countered, that Paul
be some accounting for acts committed in this life.  himself disbelieved but later inexplicably( though there is some
In the second place, there is no proof that the writings that story about this) did a turn-around, that Jesus has survived
purport the actuality of resurrection are true. For instance,   historically among the many self-acclaimed messiahs, etc.
there are several other writings with conflicting views about What does this say to us? That the simple folk who
the life and teaching of the purported resurrected messiah.   call themselves Christians will continue to believe in the
Furthermore, in the light of modern research, it is possible resurrection, and they will continue to celebrate Easter
that this man married, sired children, was indeed crucified and until we prove them wrong. It is evident that there has been
his body stolen and hidden away by his followers, perpetuating no persuasive impact from recent challenges we have posed
I the greatest hoax of history.    that Jesus was married to Mary Magdalene and sired a
As to the religion, its institution and its current form, no daughter who became a progenitor of a French royal line;
thanks can be said to the Emperor Constantine who favored that the traditional story of Judas is not true as evidenced by
it above other religions, legislated what must be considered his gospel, which clarifies the issue of betrayal and calls to
orthodox and made it the Roman Empire's official religion.   question the traditional scapegoating of him; that the tomb of
No thanks, too, to the dark ages that provided the canvas for Jesus may have been found, with DNA evidence that he was
its entrenchment in Western philosophy, psyche and culture.   married to Mary Magdalene and fathered a son, Judah, died
Without the defining moment of Western civilization called and was buried with this son and his wife in Jerusalem.
the Enlightenment, most of the world would still be wallowing These we know are compelling evidences,  but how
in the shadows of backwardness, as is evident in the case of do you convince the simple-minded? Needless to say, the
certain parts of the globe that still hold fast to the outdated Fundamentalists will continue to thumb their Bibles, sing
1 See the first letter of Paul of Tarsus to the Corinthians 15: 35-49. their simple hymns, preach about sin, try to legislate issues of
2 See, for example, Gerd Liidemann, The Resurrection of Christ. a Historical In-       human and personal rights, and, of course, say that there was
quiry( Amherst, N.Y.: Prometheus Books, 2004).   an Original Easter!
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Hard-Wired
We' re all in this together
Table manners in a wired world
By Kevin Bergeson Friends, we' re in this together.
M.Div. senior In his book, Church of Irresistible Influence, Robert Lewis
notes some boundaries lay people run into for getting involved
Music lovers take note: " Eighty-nine million CDs were in their congregation: fear, confusion ( what now?), lack of
sold from the start of the year ( 2007) through March 18 as direction (how?) and questions of impact (faith). How can a
compared with 112 million CDs sold during the same period new culture be created? By an invitation to participation?As
in 2006" ( Breitbart.com). That is a 20 percent drop in sales of I read that list, I realize that is my list as well! Fear is a huge
physical CDs; consumers want control of their media and they boundary.The United States has become a highly participative
want it digital. Since Apple Computer's iTunes store opened culture when it interacts with media and the world, this no
on April 28, 2003, over 2 billion individual song tracks have shocker. Our gift: the priesthood of all believers.
been purchased and downloaded, according to Wikipedia. This We are living in a time when this is a crucial aspect of our
is huge shift in how culture is interacting with media in this identity as Christians in the United States. Yet, we continue to
particular time and space. Or, is it now dubbed" MySpace"?       draw the boundary, not around the pulpit, where, through the
We have crossed a boundary and are crossing boundaries in power of the Spirit, the preaching of the Gospel kills and makes
the way our culture gets information, interacts and exists. My new life. We draw a boundary around the table: the Lord's
existence is now chained to my computer. It has become my Supper. So people can preach, baptize, teach the Scriptures to
fig leaf. It also has become the thing that sickens me. All these children, handle finances, visit the sick, pray, lead worship,
choices, all of this information, all the ads: buy this, get in the evangelize, live a vocation, go to seminary, love God and love
dating game, free shipping, and even MyLufherNet! others, but not preside at the table? What has happened?
People really enjoy bringing a laptop to class to take notes,      We all must struggle with bringing our praxis in line with
check e-mail, read about Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker on our powerful confession of faith based on a Reformation
Wiki, check friends' blogs and" listen" to the lecture. I have put heritage. This begins here at the seminary by not treating our
a moratorium on bringing my laptop to class. Not because I M.A. students as second-class citizens,but as ministrypartners.
don't pay attention in class, but because I can't pay attention,   " There is no fear in love. Perfect love drives out fear..."( 1 John
to anything. Not colleagues, professors or surroundings.  4: 18). We must engage people in a way that dispels the fear that
How can I live in this wide, wired world and still be human?   church is only done by and for professional Christians. There
In the closing weeks of my seminary career, I realize the should not be fear of breaking a" rule," but rather fear of the
sand is running fast through the hourglass. I will never be a Lord. We must rethink our table manners in light of a wired
seminarian again. It turns me to think about the boundaries world. No more hoarding. Our future may depend on it.
that we will encounter as Christian leaders in this church.
Multimedia Lab Now Open in Gullixson Hall
By Bryn Knatterud of you with people of all walks of life, shaking hands, hugging,
Non- degree student kissing and praying. Sure, the candidacy committee might
think you' re a little self-involved, but they will have to admit
Did you know that there is now a place on campus for you have shaken hands, hugged, kissed and prayed with a
students and faculty to create Web sites, dynamic PowerPoint group of " diverse" people, the kind of work no one can speak
presentations, edit and create movies, create animated graphics against.
and much more? That' s right— all that and more.      Or maybe that animation you created of Martin Luther
If you wanted to assemble the necessary equipment and reading the menu at the OCC cafeteria turns into a feature-
software in your dorm room or home, you would have to spend length film of Martin Luther explaining the difference between
at least a few thousand dollars, not to mention the books a seminar and a conference. This is, of course, not to mention
you would have to purchase to actually learn how to use the the fact that in both examples the newly updated Lilly Lab
equipment and software. Instead, Luther Seminary has made has the capability for you to create a Web site for this content
all of this available to be used at your convenience in the newly where millions of Christians, preferably Lutherans, can share
updated" computer lab formerly known as Lilly" in the lower in your personal video memoir and your feature-length Martin
level of Gullixson Hall.  Luther magnum opus.
This new multimedia lab can handle a variety of tasks, from Come by the newly updated" computer lab formerly known
air brushing your little brother out of a photo you need to send as Lilly," in the lower level of Gullixson Hall, and begin to
to your candidacy committee, to animating a talking Martin make your multimedia statement. The lab is open whenever
Luther reading today's cafeteria cuisine. But wait, there's Gullixson is open and is staffed Monday through Thursday
more! You don't just want to send your candidacy committee a from 10: 30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Learn more about this lab at
photo— you want to send them a video that contains pictures http:// wiki.luthersem.edu.
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Health
Eat Your Way Curbing Codependency
Through the Twin Cities Forming healthy boundaries
PSYCHO SUZI' S MOTOR LOUNGE By Karen Treat
2519 Marshall St. NE, Minneapolis
Luther Seminary parish nurse
612) 788- 9069, www.psychosuzis.com Better one handful with tranquility than two handfuls
with toil and chasing after the wind. Again I saw something
By Liz Olson and Tom Albright meaningless under the sun: There was a man all alone, he had
M.A. senior and husband neither son nor brother. There was no end to his toil, yet his eyes
were not content with his wealth. For whom am I toiling,' he
TOM: For our dinner on the deity' s dime we went to asked, and why am I depriving myself of enjoyment?' This too
Psycho Suzi's Motor Lounge in Northeast Minneapolis.       is meaningless— a miserable business!"    Ecclesiastes 4: 5-8
Maybe we should start with the name, Psycho Suzi' s. Is
that really P.C.? Shouldn't we use" people first" language Luther students are required to attend a boundaries
and call it "Suzi' s ( who has- a mental health disorder)       workshop. The workshop shows how to establish relationships
Motor Lounge"? And, having just taken" Ministry to the and personal distance in working relationships with church
MentallyIll," what's our DSM diagnosis on Suzi?       members. But there are other dimensions of boundaries.Y
LIZ: Well, this is a restaurant review and not a I have been more aware of boundaries since the late 1980s,
semantics debate, so I' ll skip your first tangent... but, on when I met a recovering addict and discovered that, in my
the second question, I'd say Suzi is a potential candidate desire to be with this person, I was clearly a codependent. As a
for a personality disorder diagnosis. codependent, I am most comfortable when there is something
TOM: I agree. Located in an old A&W drive-in in an that needs to be fixed; I can move into areas that aren't mine
industrial neighborhood of white-bread Minnesota,       and make all things better for all people. Of course, there is
Psycho Suzi' s has a kitschy tiki lounge vibe.      a lot more to the addict/ codependent relationship, but I just
LIZ: Yeah, at the least the personalities are strong at know in my search for a healthy relationship with my addict, I
Psycho Suzi's. Given the waitresses, you might feel an needed to be clear on boundaries.
initial need to slip into your black Chuck Taylors and color I heard a mission developer starting a new church say that
your arms with a Sharpie, but the mood is surprisingly       " this job was a lot of fun until the people arrived." Boundaries in
unpretentious.  ministry can be much like an addict/ codependent relationship.
TOM: I think the ridiculousness of the d6cor helps When we begin our ministry,we feel in our hearts this was
dispel any pretense. Faux wood carpeting? But if it a Call. We desire to do God's will in all our words and actions.
wasn't a bit of a dive it could fit in next to a T.G.I. Friday's,       But then the expectations come one at a time: starting a new
so cheers to eccentricity. Unfortunately, the March date ministry that wasn' t listed on your job description, visiting on
prohibited us from using the notable outdoor seating.   your day off,meeting on the night of your wedding anniversary,
LIZ: Anyway, let's wrap up this review by actually or even eating food because a member made it, even though
reviewing the food.    you are working so hard to avoid it. With each expectation,
TOM: Great idea... focus...      boundaries are slowly blurred. With the blurring, the Call
LIZ: The menu is dominated by two things: pizza and moves from God's to yours or someone else' s. And, like every
rum-based concoctions with decidedly devilish names.  good codependent, you try to make up the confusion by fixing
TOM: We started the meal with the artichoke" Backfire and helping wherever you can.
i Dip" that had a nice kick to it thanks to the jalapeiios,  I don' t believe every church leader is or becomes a
something I'd never had in artichoke dip before.  codependent, but I think it is pretty easy to confuse what is
lI
LIZ:  For pizza we sampled the hand tossed Suzi God' s and what are the expectations of others or yourself.
f Quattro and the Suzi Supreme. The former a tasty treat As a nurse, these are my recommendations to prevent you
powered by my favorite ingredient: garlic. Set apart from from losing sight of your boundaries.
your standard delivery but nothing completely distinct.    First, lift up why you want to be a church leader.Remember
TOM: Yeah, I think a supreme, like plain pepperoni, is your sense of Call. Write it down.
always a fair benchmark for evaluating a restaurant and,  Second, know your boundaries. Write them down. Define
like you said, it was tasty but nothing profound.  your day off, what foods you will eat, when you take Sabbath
LIZ: Soif nay,whenyougo,sitoutside,drinksomething time, when you will be with your family or friends, when you
out of a glass shaped like the Easter Island heads, and exercise daily.Stick with it the best you can.
crank the Replacements on the jukebox for us.       Third, set up your support network outside of family,
TOM: Mmmmmm, Psycho-tastic. such as peers, coaches, spiritual directors, counselors. Have
them hold you accountable so boundaries remain clear.
Up Next:   Fourth, when you pray,remember to listen, too.
Twin City Grill, Mall of America, Bloomington As you set your boundaries and live within them, know that
Hosted by Krista Lind; Tuesday, April 24; further details forthcoming. the church and all its believers will know you are doing Christ's
work by the contentment in your eyes.
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Entertainment
The Sweet Sound ofSpeculation Love Is'
By Jeni Falkman I'm thinking of this song in terms of what it is we will
M.Div. middler preach in the coming years. I'm thinking of this song and its
talk of love and am reminded of Susan Palo Cherwein, a hymn-
Damn it, Dr.Lose, I just don' t get it!" I cry to myself after writer and poet, who has a list of words that she doesn' t let
yet another middlerpreaching class in which the class prepared herself use too often— if ever. These are words that are too
amazing yet sophomoric focus statements ( thesis statements commonplace or words that have lost their meaning and effect.
that note the intention of the sermon, what it is about) and One such word is" love."
incredibly lacking function statements( statements of what we Love is a good word. How has it lost its meaning? How has
as preachers hope to achieve in our hearers,' the effect).   it become a word that has found its telos in itself, devoid of
Though it is a frustrating exercise, the understanding of meaning and power? In My Fair Lady, Eliza Doolittle would
focus and function are integral to preaching. In our main assert that love has lost its power because it has lost its action.
preaching text, Thomas Long notes that separating one from She sings an important lesson:
the other is so meticulous a task that it requires tweezers.       " Words, words, words, I'm so sick of words!  I get words
Unfortunately, most of my experience with using tweezers all day through first from him now from you. Is that all you
comes from playing and failing at the game Operation. Every blighters can do? Don't talk of stars burning above, if you're
time I try to remove" Writer's Cramp" or" Water on the Knee"   in love show me! Tell me no dreams filled with desire, if your
the same obnoxious buzzing rings out which tells me," You've heart is on fires, show me! ... Don't talk of love lasting through
failed yet again, Falkman!" It is a difficult but ultimately time make me no undying vow,show me now! Sing me no song,
important task.    read me no rhyme, don't waste my time, show me!"
Rapper Lonnie Rashid Lynn Jr.,better kiaown as Common,       By Eliza Doolittle and for the sake of the people in our k
evokes in his songs the meticulous movement from focus to congregations, we are being urged not only to use words which
function. I first heard Common on 89. 9 about the same time I connect to our minds but also to use our words in such a way
read this about him and the state of rap in the March issue of as to create or achieve a reality of which we speak. After all,
Paste magazine:   you can't interpret words apart from actions just as you cannot
Rap has undergone a violent sea-change during the last separate faith and good works or a flame from its heat.
10 years. The mainstream had space for politically voluble Love is more than a word. Love is more than admiration of a
hip-hop in the early `90s ... . In the aughties,2 rap remains beautiful thing.Love is a guts-out, irrational giving of yourself
socially charged, but its conscience has receded behind an for another.It is hard to see not only because it doesn' t happen
iron arras3 of nihilism, conspicuous consumption, misogyny too often, but also when it does happen, it generally includes
and violence. Yet Common, an everyman rapping about love,   sacrifices that one person makes for another.However we dress
spirituality,fidelity and social justice, has managed to flourish it up, there is a death there.
in the heyday of superhuman crime rap."'       But amidst that death is exactly where we experience life.
Common has a valuable lesson for ministers of the word.   Life is ordered by love, in our families and congregations, with
The words we use are to have an impact in the lives of the our friends and peers and under God's care, we are called to
hearer. Words must not find their telos in themselves, but in love both attractive and unattractive. Human love is attracted
the effect they achieve in the hearer. According to Common,   to the attractive, but God' s love is attracted to the unattractive,
words that seek their own end in the current moment quickly for the love of God does not find but creates that which is
pass away and lose their sense of meaning and power.     pleasing to it.,' God creates that which is pleasing to him and
In the song" Love Is" on Common's 2005 album, Be, I hear a calls preachers, teachers and all Christians to hear it. It is not
song that makes the connection between focus and function,   our hand that achieves this but the word we speak and hear. It
moving beyond what love is to what love does. It also offers is God' s word and it will not return to him empty( Isaiah 55).
as much hip-hope as he does hip-hop (sorry for the pun, it is We cannot predict what our word will create or the places to
not my own). The chorus, which repeats throughout, binds the which it will bring us, but we are called to hear it, to preach it
song together and bids the hearer to love:     and, yes, even believe it to be true in and for our lives. We walk
by faith and not sight. While we see love now, we often have to
How beautiful love can be hold it in faith and hope. Love is hard to see, but it is a place
On the streets love is hard to see we've got to be.
It's a place I've got to be
Lovin' you is lovin' me.  5 Martin Luther, Heidelberg Disputation XVIII.
11 say hearers here, but I don' t limit hearing to a function of the ears. Many in
A message from our younger partners in journalism:
our church hear with their eyes and some with their touch.  Listen to THIS!
2 Aughties: The decade from 2000 to 2009. A play on the phrase" the eighties"
and the word aught, meaning" zero"    The Calicos now have their very own Web site! Visit it at
3 Arras: a tapestry of Flemish origin used especially for wall hangings and www.thesandgrentimes.blogspot.com
curtains; a wall hanging or screen of tapestry.       It's a really fun Web site. Send your comment and vote! This site is for kids
4 Brian Howe, Paste magazine, Issue 29, March 2007.   AND adults. We have recipes, super silly riddles and other fun stuff.
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Concord Events Calendar
By Anna Marsh is hosting an event called Three, Four and More to Tango.
M.A. senior The Mandragora Tango group will play, dance and give tango
lessons. Dinner also included in$ 10 ticket price. Call( 651) 546-
Through April 28 ( Saturdays and Sundays): Always 7001 to reserve your space.
wondered why women go to the bathroom together? The      > April 29:  Shams Naj ib, a doctor from Afghanistan,
Bryant-Lake Bowl' s cabaret theater shows Preferred By Discreet discusses his hopes for his country and his people at Mount
Women Everywhere, answering that very question— to figure Calvary Lutheran Church in Excelsior.Free; 3 to 5 p.m.
out their lives, of course. Three Twin Cities women spare      > May 1: May Day has its roots in pre-Christian Europe as
squares of understanding life as a woman in the modern world a celebration of the coming of spring. It has undergone several
and make the kind of headway only possible in a work of transformations, from being associated with labor protests to
fiction;$ 12-19; 7 p.m.      immigration reform— and remains an important holiday in
Through April 29: The Art of This Gallery is featuring many Communist countries. But don' t worry — Americans
an ongoing work called Big Little Victories by Minneapolis officially celebrate Loyalty Day instead. Yes, really.Whatever.
artist John Grider. He is gradually turning the walls of the My loyalty lies with any holiday that leaves baskets of candy
gallery into a post-apocalyptic landscape ... using only a on my doorstep.
razorblade and spray paint. This is too intriguing to pass up. Through May 6: The Guthrie Theater' s new production
April 16-22: Twin Cities Restaurant Week gives you of The Merchant of Venice is surrounded by quite a bit of
an excuse to eat out more than usual! Feed body and mind buzz. Love, cultural mores and faith a la Shakespeare with a
by choosing where to eat out this week from a long list of dash of commentary on anti-semitism;$22-52; 7: 30 p.m.
participating restaurants. All independent-and locally-owned,       > May 12: Axis of Evil Comedy Tour, hosted by the
a portion of what you spend on dinner at these establishments Guthrie. Four comedians from the Middle East seek to find
will benefit the Minneapolis and St. Paul Public Library humor in decidedly humorless situations; $33; 8 p.m. Tickets
systems. More information, a list of restaurants and entry through the Guthrie Box Office; (612) 377-2224. More at www.
cards ( necessary for each entry — did I mention there are axisofevilcomedycom.
prizes?)at www.tcrestaurantweek.com.
April 20-22: Downtown Minneapolis may have the upper Family-Friendly Eventshand in terms of events, food, concerts ... OK, everything,       > Through April 22 ( weekends): The Minnesota Zoo
but St. Paul isn't going down without a fight. The Spring 2007 celebrates new life this time of year, too! Many of the zoo' s
edition of the Saint Paul Art Crawl is this weekend. Its big.   
animals are expecting. Stop by for Farm Babies — close-up
More at wwwstpaulartcrawl.org.
April 21: Celebrate tomorrow one day early at the encounters with baby chicks, piglets, lambs, calves, goat kidsand rabbits. Admission is$ 7 for( human) kids,$ 12 for adults.
Community Supported Agriculture Fair at the Seward Co- Through April 22: The Children's Theatre Company
op. Learn more about joining a CSA, which will keep you and runs The Lost Boys of Sudan, exploring what it means foryour family in fresh, organic, locally-grown food all year long.Tt re of the more than 20,000 boys displaced by the Sudanese
Twenty local growers/ producers will be there, each offering
different membership packages; 11 a.m. to 3p.m.; free (unless
genocide to be without home, family and country on a journey
to... North Dakota.( Best for 15-plus.)
you join one!).
April 22: Earth Day started in 1970; it is now the most      > May 4-5: Cinco de Mayo in District Del Sol! St. Paul' s
F
widely observed non-religious holiday in the world ( 175
est-side neighborhood, the District Del Sol, is a vibrant area
full of life and fantastic bakeries! Celebrate Cinco de Mayo
countries). the right way! A two-day festival features live music, food, a
Resources for faith communities and ideas for greening
children's area, sports zone, community wellness village,
your life abound at www.earthday.org.     parade, craft vendors, salsa tasting contest and history area.
The best way to celebrate anything is with wine! Check m.
out the fair trade wine tasting at the Old Arizona Center
More at
May 4-6: t Festivallsol.c f- :  estival of Nations at the RiverCentre.
wwwoldarizona.com). Learn about the new sustainable Ninety-seven different ethnic groups from around the world
vinification practices and sample the fruits of fair labor!
Family-friendly event on Harriet Island  ( www
share their food, music, art and dance, showcasing the diverse
wishesfortheskyorg) from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
patchwork of America today. Friday,-4 to 10 p.m.; Saturday,
a
a.m. to
nide may not be.
10 Sunday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Admission is free;April 24: Mohsin Hamid's new book, The Reluctant
Fundamentalist is getting rave reviews for its treatment of
ctivities i sid
identity and national allegiance post-9/ 11. The author will be      >
Through May 6: Before it ends, see the Science Museum
of Minnesota' s fascinating exhibit, Race: Are We Really
at the Galleria Barnes& Noble in Edina to discuss his work. I
haven't read it yet, but let' s do and go! Free; 7:30 p.m.       
That Different? Remember: The Dean of Students Office
April 25: Anyone else need a date for the Rod Stewart
will reimburse individuals up to $5 of their ticket price and
concert?Please... pretty please?       
families up to$ 10( save your ticket stub and stop in to fill out
my list of Things to See Before
the request form). Or if you get lucky,you can check out a pass
April Newlyadded
s
I Die:" a room full of Lutherans learning to tango." What luck!   from any public library and take four people FREE!
Holy Trinity Lutheran Church on 31st Street in Minneapolis
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Table Talk
Luther Seminary
The Concord asks... Down the Hill through younger eyes
Where do you draw the line?       
From Prairie to Pavement
By Emily Grier
Age 10, daughter of Dean and Kris Grier
Just beyond my front toes." When I first moved here from
Patricia Lull the country back in Hawley,I didn't
really have an friends, I couldn' tDean of Students Y Y
sleep because I'm not used to having
people living around me,  and I
missed waking up to birds instead
of an ambulance.
But one day we went for the mile walk, and 1 met
Playing for the Yankees."      Jeffy. She was really nice to me, and we soon becamefriends. She came down to our place the next morning,
Fenecia Homan and her sister,Jessie, came down with her.We all played
M. Div. junior GameCube for a while and had lots of fun.
I forgot to mention: Mom and I switched to home-
schooling when we moved here! Home-schooling is
really fun, and Mom is one of the best teachers ever! The
best part about home-schooling is I don' t have to wake
up at 6 a.m. and climb on the bus to get to school. Now I
At the bathroom door." just have to get up, go to our table, sit down, and I'm at
school!
Mark Sedio I'm really sad, though, because Jeffy and Jessie are
Organist extraordinaire moving to Fresno, Calif., so I can't stop school for a
couple minutes to talk to them( Boy, am I going to miss
that!). I don' t know if kids are going to move in, either.
Jeffy, Jessie, Amanda and I are writing a newspaper
called The Sandgren Times( See ad on page 14), and even
When I see nervousness, anxiety and though they' re moving, we' re going to find a way to
resistance. But when I get a' come on communicate and send our articles to each other. Jeffy
in,' I'm entering!"    and Jessie and I are making the most of their last few
1 months here, and having tons of fun together.That's my
Antonio Machado article on how I went from prairie to pavement.
y Coordinator for vocational formation
Speak like a Scandinavian
Right here!"   
with Arne Braut Non-degree Student
Waitress from California:" I am Laila. Where are your guys from?
4, 
Norway? I wanna marry a European!"
Andy Nelson Hun kysset
M.Div. middler
grensene
mine,
brautende
When Matt Metevelis and I walk
nordmenn er
around with our shirts off."     ikke til salgs.
Stew Carlson*      She crossed my
M. Div. senior boundaries.
Precious Norwegians
The views of Stew Carlson do not necessarily reflect views of the Concord or Luther Seminary
are not for sale."
